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1. At the assistance of IMA, the WGIM was granted to convene Session G-15.11 Inclusions in Minerals of the 32nd IGC in Florence, Italy in August 2004. WGIM Chairman Prof. Zhaolin Li and Secretary Dr. Sergey Smirnov are conveners of the G-15.11 Session.

2. To complete the management of this term of WGIM, we contacted Prof. Mamoru Enjoji from Japan and proposed him to the IMA as the Vice Chairman of the WGIM.


4. The WGIM is working on the preparation on the short course on researches and applications on organic inclusions and the 14th National Symposium on Inclusions and Geo Fluids, in associated with the Committee of Inclusions in Minerals of the Chinese Mineral, Petrology and Geochemistry Association. This event is to be in Beijing, China 9-13 October, 2004. The First Circular was sent on Oct. 10th, 2003.

5. Prepared and submitted report on WGIM history for the IMA including major events and names of chairs, vice chairs and secretary of all terms.

6. At the support from IMA, the WGIM is working on the preparation to establish Asian Current Research on Fluid Inclusions (ACROFI). The ACROFI by law, preparation committee members and a report stating the importance of its establishment were completed at the end of 2003. Organization registration request has been submitted to the Chinese authority for approval.

7. Under the guidance of IGC Scientific Program Committee, Dr. Smirnov and Prof. Li completed the review of 27 abstracts submitted to the G-15.11 Session (Inclusions in Minerals) from Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Japan, Nepal, Portugal, Russia, and United States. 14 of them were selected for oral presentation and 13 for posts.

8. WGIM participates in cooperation of IAGOD in organisation of the Fluid inclusion subsection.
in the Interim conference of IAGOD that will be held in Vladivostok on 11-20 of September.

Sincerely yours,

Prof. Li Zhaolin, chairman of WGIM
Sergey Smirnov, secretary of WGIM